External Memo:

2017 RRD Errata Sheet

Following Initial 2017 RRD Release (DWM/UST 1/15/2017):

1. 3.351 is included within the SOW document and missing from Price List. Rate remains unchanged at $80 per well.

2. Where do costs for bottled water and POE service go? These are considered to be utility repair and would go under 10.030 and are considered to be 3rd party costs. If costs are expected to exceed $5,000, then follow Task Code 1.061.

3. The price sheet referenced an equipment charge ($250) but does not have a task code listed, or is it discussed in the SOW document. Will that be a per/drilling event charge? Abandonment only.

4. If we are also doing groundwater sampling during a quarter for a remediation system, can we bill for a Monitoring Report (6.091) and the CA Performance Report (6.105)? No. Once a system is started the effects of the system are measured in the MWs.

5. For Excavation (2.416 and 7.361) Will we need to document the costs that make up the total cost, or will we just need to provide the weight tickets, manifests, and analytical for each truck load? Just the information that is listed.

6. For Task 12.010 the SOW document discusses average hourly rates for the field technician and the PM, but the price sheet just referenced the IRS mileage rate. Will labor be added back to the mileage rate? No. Thank you for pointing out the fact the SOW was not corrected.

7. Due to a conflict in numbering with RUST, 6.030 will be changed to 6.029. (8/17/17)
10/16/2016 Updates (DWM/UST 10/17/2017):

8. Task Code 6.030 – Accelerated Site Characterization (ASC) Report has been changed to 6.029 due to a conflict with the previous use of this task code.

9. Task Code 2.281 - SOW shall include all field personnel required to manage new booms/socks and drums (if applicable) at a site as well as any required liquid level measurements for management of sorbent booms/socks within wells. This includes installation and/or removal. Removal should only be conducted at the time of replacement as indicated by the manufacturer. Sampling schedules should be altered in accordance with the manufacturers indicated length of time for sock expenditure for socks that release nutrients or chemicals into the aquifer. Socks/Booms can be removed at the time of sampling. SOW will also include any additional area inspection for possible health risks or environmental impacts. Please complete and attach Secondary Form Sec-E. This task is required to be completed while onsite conducting other site activities. If required by the UST Section to be done as a standalone activity consultant mobe may be claimed under 12.050.

10. Task Code 2.416 and 7.361 have been modified such that, “required closure sampling and abatement confirmation samples are to be listed under Task Code 4.090” has been removed. This cost is included as part of the per ton rate that has already been established.

11. Task Codes 2.600, 2.610, 2.620, per secondary form C.1, C.2, and C.3, “Costs previously conducted or reimbursed may not be claimed and will be reduced from this total.” These costs will be reduced at the listed 2017 RRD Price Rate. Unspecified costs will be reduced at the average to be determined by the Department for conducting an equivalent task.

12. Task code 3.398 has been modified to include language that if it is more cost effective to the Trust Fund to re-mob to the site than to spend the night under task code 12.030 for drilling activities that will take more than a single day to complete, then the lesser of the two costs will be allowed.

13. Task Code 3.310 has been modified to include the activity of pulling well hosing and/or pumps for sampling directed by UST Section.

14. Task Code 3.999 has been modified to add “Proof of use of a drill rig for well abandonment is required for reimbursement. This proof is more than just a line item on an invoice. The well driller shall specify within the well abandonment form comment section the make and model of the drill rig used.

15. Task Code 7.420 has been modified to include the requirement to get one grab sample from each monitoring well being utilized in an MMPE event during each tanker change. This will be used to determine a calculation of total mass removed during the event. Additionally, four representative samples no less than an hour apart are to be collected each day. Recovery rates in excess of 15,000 gallons are considered to be excessive. Rates for fluid disposal are $0.35 for the first 5,000 gallons, $0.25 between 5001 and 10,000 gallons and $0.15 for all fluids beyond 10,000 gallons. Supervision will remain as a flat $2500 and there will be a flat equipment allowance of $1500.
16. Task Code 8.055 has been modified to include language that it is allowed no more than once per year and the injection notice is to include a schedule of injections/sock exchanges.

17. Task Code 12.030 has been modified to include per diem in the title and to indicate that the purpose of this task code is to provide a more cost-effective alternative to the Trust Fund. Per diems are not automatic and must be supported by invoices. In the case of any event in which the responsible party or their designee does not wish to stay overnight but utilize the lodging portion of the task code for mileage, the mileage is capped at $91. In order to be eligible for the per diem, an overnight stay is required. For activities which meet the overnight conditions stated above, if the total overnight cost exceeds the cost of mobilization to the site, the lessor of the two will be allowed.

18. Activities that include the cost of mobilization will be reduced by the cost of Task Code 12.050 if conducted con-currently with other tasks in which mobilization was billed or following an over-night stay.